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The letters AES+F of the Russian Collective are for its four members, Tatiana Arzamasova, Lev Evzovich, Evgeny
Svyatsky and Vladimir Fridkes. Originally the collective was founded in 1987 with Fridkes joining in 1995,
adding his experience as fashion photographer to the mix. Bringing together their individual extensive expertise
ranging from conceptual architecture, set design, puppetry, film, photography, graphic design and image
making, the group has held over one hundred solo exhibitions, and has showcased their works in Biennials
ranging from Venice in 2007 to Gwangju, Helsinki, Istanbul, Lyon & others. Traditional language of painting and
sculpture often inform their digital narratives and imagined, simulated worlds.

The Last Riot was originally created for Venice Biennale in 2007. In reference to Baroque Painting tradition and
Chiaroscuro, this video installation imagines a dystopian virtual world where bodies removed from conscience
and emotion exist weightlessly in a cyber paradigm. Light, shadow and digital manipulation slate a post-
apocalyptic world where young teens enact conflict as ritual. Both heroes and villains here are automatons here,
mechanically carrying out unseen commands within this dreamlike simulation.

AES+F
b.1987, Russia
Last Riot 2, The Track (2006)
Digital collage on canvas
39 1/4H x 78 1/2W inches (100 x 200 cm)
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Anna-Bella Papp
b.1988, Romania
Untitled (42) (2013)
Clay
33.2H x 26.5H x 2D cm
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Anna-Bella Papp
b.1988, Romania
Untitled (59) (2013)
Clay
28.5H x 22H x 2D cm
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Anna-Bella Papp
b.1988, Romania
Untitled (73) (2013)
Clay
32H x 24H x 3.2D cm
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The photographic works of the Berlin-based artist Annette Kelm often feature a single, vaguely familiar object,
which she renders using a direct and realistic style that oscillates between genres, such as documentary and
advertising. She makes series revolving around these objects, pressing the relationship between photography
and sculpture—her work moves between the creation of images and the recording of a staged object or objects—
in order to unfold her subject’s social, economic, and cultural context.

Percent for Art is seemingly concerned with “art enrichment” by  state or city arts agencies role in it, managing
the artist rosters, maintaining public art collections, commissioning artworks,  selecting installation sites, among
other things for aesthetic and cultural enhancement in both public and private real estate developments. For
some, it’s also an opportunity to have desperately needed revenue to counter the displacement of artists and
preserve a city or state’s creative spirit. The work, with its serial repetition of percentage signs across six separate
bright red panels, appears as splashy retail signage for no apparent sale. Its apparent emptiness reflects the
limited documentation that we have of private developments, in which public information is missing and there’s
no way to evaluate overall if percent for art programs are achieving its goals.

Annette Kelm
b.1975, Germany
Percent for Art (2013)
C-print
28.3H x 19.75W inches each (70 x 50 cm each)
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Arseny Zhilyaev is arguably one of the most influential contemporary Russian Artists of his generation. For
Zhilyaev, his medium of choice is the exhibition itself. His practice is deeply rooted in the study of presentation
and display of artworks, histories and social processes. His multi-faceted installations combine historical fact
with fiction in imagining new possibilities and futures. Inspired by Soviet and Marxist Museology, Zhilyaev
often turns Russian Cosmism and its philosophies of the universal museum.

The Bolotnaya Battle Park Complex is the future home for the Museum of Russian History (M. I.R.). Located on
the grounds of Bolotnaya square in Moscow, this park sits on top of what once was a swamp. Above the main
building stand two bio-engineered ‘living sculptures’, which strike various poses to commemorate the brave acts
of those defending the federation from foreign intervention during protests of May 6th, 2012. In the new
environmentally conscious direction of city planning, the square has been converted back to its original swamp
state, with the complex centrally located to house the Museum.

Arseny Zhilyaev
b.1984, Russia
Museum of Russian History on Bolotnaya Square
(2014)
3D printed model with acrylic vitrine
6H x 14W x 6D inches
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Arseny Zhilyaev is arguably one of the most influential contemporary Russian Artists of his generation. For
Zhilyaev, his medium of choice is the exhibition itself. His practice is deeply rooted in the study of presentation
and display of artworks, histories and social processes. His multi-faceted installations combine historical fact
with fiction in imagining new possibilities and futures. Inspired by Soviet and Marxist Museology, Zhilyaev
often turns Russian Cosmism and its philosophies of the universal museum.

This work was conceived by Zhilyaev as part of the M.I.R.: Polite Guests from the Future exhibition. This
iteration of the imagined Museum of Russian History (M.I.R.) is seen from a distant future standpoint. The
Russian word ‘mir’ means both peace as well as ‘the world’, and is also the name of the first space station to ever
orbit earth. In this Museum’s collection of histories and artifacts which depict the rise and eventual dominance of
Russian Cosmic Federation over the charted Cosmos, central is this signature uniform of the cosmic militia.
Fashioned in stellar camouflage and armed with a translucent replica of the infamous Kalashnikov rifle, this
ensemble finds its roots in the ‘polite politics’ of Russia in the twenty first century.

Arseny Zhilyaev
b.1984, Russia
Polite Guests From the Future Costume (2014)
Cloth costume
15H x 15W x 3D inches
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Arseny Zhilyaev is arguably one of the most influential contemporary Russian Artists of his generation. For
Zhilyaev, his medium of choice is the exhibition itself. His practice is deeply rooted in the study of presentation
and display of artworks, histories and social processes. His multi-faceted installations combine historical fact
with fiction in imagining new possibilities and futures. Inspired by Soviet and Marxist Museology, Zhilyaev
often turns Russian Cosmism and its philosophies of the universal museum.

This work was conceived by Zhilyaev as part of the M.I.R.: Polite Guests from the Future exhibition. This
iteration of the imagined Museum of Russian History (M.I.R.) is seen from a distant future standpoint. The
Russian word ‘mir’ means both peace as well as ‘the world’, and is also the name of the first space station to ever
orbit earth. In this Museum’s collection of histories and artifacts which depict the rise and eventual dominance of
Russian Cosmic Federation over the charted Cosmos, central is this signature uniform of the cosmic militia.
Fashioned in stellar camouflage and armed with a translucent replica of the infamous Kalashnikov rifle, this
ensemble finds its roots in the ‘polite politics’ of Russia in the twenty first century.

Arseny Zhilyaev
b.1984, Russia
Polite Guests From the Future Kalashnikov Replica
(2014)
Cast in clear plastic
24H x 5W x 2D inches
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Young Chechen artist Aslan Gaisumov’s artworks are an opportunity to understand events of his personal life
and the recent history of his people. By endowing his war memories with an art form the artist strives to
critically and emotionally distance himself from the events of the last two decades and to find an intuitive and
poetical language for their description. His works, which include both created and acquired objects, are a
testimony of violence, a gaping void left by the war.

In this straightforward, but no less effective video, 24-year-old Aslan Gaisumov confronts us with the tragic
conflict in his native war-torn Chechnya. This partly autobiographical document shows how fleeing families,
sometimes by their dozens, try to fit into small cars in search of a safe haven. Gaisumov develops an intuitive
and poetic language that is trying to make sense of the consequences of war and the loss of traditions and
identity that go hand in hand with it. When survival is paramount, fragile constructions, like language, fairy
tales and symbols, disappear. Memories and family histories become scarce and are often lost entirely. But the
fugitive, like Gaisumov, personifies a new generation. They propose a new, unique leitmotiv. Past and present
are shuffled together and generate other symbols and metaphors that secure their continuity as a people.

Aslan Gaisumov
b.1991, Russia
Volga (2015)
HD video
4:11 minutes
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Political Turkish artist Burak Delier works in a variety of media. He explores links between capitalism and art,
freedom and unpredictability, seriousness and humor, employing the aesthetic strategies of the neo-liberal media
that he opposes as a means of political and artistic resistance.

Burak Delier’s sculpture Homage to Balotelli’s Missed Trick is a symbol of resistance to the demand for success and
performance. The sculpture represents Italian soccer player Mario Balotelli, who intentionally missed an
opportunity to score during a 2011 game between LA Galaxy and Manchester City. The miniature Balotelli
stands on his left foot, raising his right foot to kick the ball. As the viewer approaches the piece, Balotelli begins
to spin and the noise of a cheering crowd plays from speakers. The noise turns to audible confusion and then
booing, tracking the moments during when Balotelli suddenly turned kicked the ball in the opposite direction of
the goal. Because this gesture can be seen as one of the most forbidden behaviors in contemporary society—
wasting an opportunity—Delier’s homage to the gesture can be seen as an opposition to the social pressure to
achieve conventional forms of success.

Burak Delier
b.1977, Adapazarı
Hommage To Balotelli's Missed Trick (2013)
Sculpture, motor, sound
7 9/10H × 3 9/10W inches (20 × 10 cm)
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Cerith Wyn Evans
b.1958, Wales
Eclipse (2005)
Neon
19H x 23W x 17D inches
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Chris Ofili
b.1968, United Kingdom
Untitled (2004)
Watercolor and pencil on paper
18 7/8H x 12 5/8W inches each (48 x 32 cm)
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Swiss artist Christoph Draeger lives and works between Vienna and NY. His investigations focus on the
dominance of media over society as he exploits topics of catastrophe, tragedy and entropy as an underlying
social condition. His media based works utilize found and made material and his variations of the apocalyptic
thematic spin upon layers of historical events.

In his performative action Subterranean Doomsday Vendor, Draeger positions himself in the subway system of
Mexico City, as part of the common occurrence of bootleg media vendors. His contribution lies in dissemination
of prophecy as he tests the public’s reactions to the types of content and media which can be circulated in such
common spaces.

Christoph Draeger
b.1965,  Switzerland
Subterranean Doomsday Vendor/ Vendedor
Subterranéo Del Dia Final Mexico City (2006)
6-channel video installation
5:40 minutes (short); 16 minutes (long)
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The works of Douglas Gordon span across film, video, installation, photography, sculpture in a play with the
universal dualities life and death,  innocence and guilt, and dual identities. "I like to build self-destructive
systems or mechanisms that lead to the multiplicity of meaning, in a series of contradictory interpretations. I love
it when a conspiracy of circumstances can help build a sense for a work, or may return against it at any moment,"
says the artist. In his videos, the artist offers a new experience of cinema in the space of contemporary art thus
creating "exhibition cinema" as critic Dominique Païni has suggested. His work stems from the ideas of Walter
Benjamin, who compared cinema to the action of a surgeon who deeply penetrates the heart of reality. Above all,
the artist questions memory and perception, looking for what is latent in the images, objects, and sounds.

Douglas Gordon
b.1966, Scotland
The Left Hand Can't See That the Right Hand is
Blind (2004)
Single-channel video
12:14 minutes
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Elina Brotherus
b.1972, Finland
Femme dans la baignoire (2003)
Chromogenic print mounted on aluminum
27 1/8H x 34 1/4W inches (68.9 x 87 cm)
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Euan Macdonald
b.1965, Scotland
9000 PIECES (2010)
HD Video
5 minutes
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Boat with Legs (2007)
Colored pencil, pencil and tape on tracing
paper
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Pink Man Walking on Boats with Woman
Following (2007)
Pencil, ink, oil and tape on tracing paper
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Untitled (2006)
Oil, graphite, staples, masking tape on 3 layers
of vellum
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Untitled (2006)
Oil, graphite, masking tape on 4 layers of
vellum
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Untitled (2007)
Oil on panel
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Francis Alÿs is a Belgian-born artist living and working in Mexico. His work is realized in video, performance,
drawing, photography, and painting. It often relates the poetic and political to technological and societal
progress, national borders, localism and globalism, and specific areas and instances of conflict. Though he creates
in many forms and formats, performance is central to his practice. Whether they involve retracing a 1948 Arab-
Israeli map division originally marked in green with a leaking can of green paint, or walking the streets of
Mexico City with a loaded handgun, Alÿs’s performances—often captured on video—define their surroundings
through gestures that are sometimes subtle, and always insightful.

This series of small drawings is executed with varying materials—pen, ink, colored pencil, charcoal, and
masking tape—on architect’s tracing paper. Alÿs often executes such sketches in preparation for his
performances, videos, and larger two-dimensional bodies of work. As the first visual representations of his ideas,
they capture his thinking processes at the raw conceptual stage and allow us to gain a deeper understanding of
his larger works.

Francis Alÿs
b.1959, Belgium
Untitled (Man Sitting on Mattress) (1994)
Collage and pencil on tracing paper
13.375H x 11.5W inches
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After training in literature and working in advertising, Jean-Luc Moulène became known in the 1990s for his
'documentary' photographic practice. His images could be considered as studies of natural and cultural
phenomena; the Objets de grève (Strike objects) series (1999) documents objects made in factories during social
protests. Moulène uses the codes of media images and diverts them to liberate the gaze and produce a new
imaginary. This poetic tactic is manifest in the series called Disjonctions, in which Moulène photographs still
lives, portraits, daily urban scenes. The notion of disjunction, which can be interpreted in the grammatical sense
('or', 'either... either...') or in terms of logic (an alternative in a dilemma), is manifest in the image by the disunity
of the elements in the composition. The artist is not just a photographer, he increasingly creates relations with
drawing, sculpture, objects, texts and newspapers. His works tend towards evocation rather than fixed meaning,
inviting the spectators to invent their own tales in this “community of storytellers and translators” (Jacques
Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator).

Jean-Luc Moulène
b.1955, France
Choux, Fenautrigues, Lot, Fr. Janvier 2003 (2012)
Bromide on dibond, framed
144.5H x 144.5W x 6D cm (framed)
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Physical and mental exploration have been founding elements in Joachim Koester's research for several years.
While exploration was mainly a matter of geography during the 19th century, the 20th century brought the
mental exploration of our unconscious, triggered by the discovery of psychoanalysis. Koester is interested in
documenting minor events, forgotten by History, in order to reintroduce them into collective memory. Using
16mm documentary films, photographic series or books, his work transforms stories into images and vice versa,
appearing as a quest for the invisible and the vanishing.

Joachim Koester
b.1962, Denmark
HOWE (2013)
16 mm film installation
4:23 minutes
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Physical and mental exploration have been founding elements in Joachim Koester's research for several years.
While exploration was mainly a matter of geography during the 19th century, the 20th century brought the
mental exploration of our unconscious, triggered by the discovery of psychoanalysis. Koester is interested in
documenting minor events, forgotten by History, in order to reintroduce them into collective memory. Using
16mm documentary films, photographic series or books, his work transforms stories into images and vice versa,
appearing as a quest for the invisible and the vanishing.

Joachim Koester
b.1962, Denmark
The Magic Mirror of John Dee (2006)
Silver gelatin print
25.5 x 33.5 cm
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Portuguese artists João Maria Gusmão and Pedro Paiva have been collaborating since 2001. They typically work
in short film, sculpture and installation. Their films often use slow-motion and other uncomplicated effects to
achieve uncanny or paranormal results.

The artist duo João Maria Gusmão and Pedro Paiva traveled to Japan for a month to make a series of short 16mm
films, often shot in slow-motion. This film, shown in continuous loop, has a run-time of just under 3 minutes, and
is presented without sound. It captures a traditional Shisa (combination of a dog and lion from Okinawan
mythology) animated by an invisible person. Meanwhile chickens walk or flutter across the screen. The slow
motion footage combines centuries old ceremony with daily life, to produce an otherworldly situation. The film
was co-commissioned with REDCAT in Los Angeles, for an exhibition entitled One month without filming, curated
by Ruth Estévez.

Joao Maria Gusmao & Pedro Paiva
b.1979 & 1977, Portugal
Shisa Dog and Chicken (2015)
16mm film, colour, no sound
2:50 minutes
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Born 1974 in rural Ireland, John Gerrard received a degree in sculpture from the Ruskin School at the University
of Oxford in 1997. He went on to pursued graduate studies at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and at
Trinity College, Dublin. He has spent twenty years going beyond the artificial look of 3D animation, Gerrard’s
work speaks to the present as well as to the histories of photography, and even to the histories of cinema. For
more than two decades, John Gerrard has produced media work that has harnessed the emergent technologies of
programming languages and gaming engines, and transmuted them into landscapes and portraits of ever
increasing intricacy and autonomy. Gerrard has a small team with whom he creates complex algorithmic
generators of simulated images.

His projects exist as pieces of software. That piece of software needs a powerful machine, such as a gaming-type
of machine. While some of his works are manifested as a projection, others exist as an object, or as an LED wall.
The only place his art cannot exist is online, because his scenes are too dense and too complex to function in that
space at present. The strength of Flag (Thames) lies in its simplicity. It embodies all of the power of his larger
work, but its technical and conceptual complexity are manageable. (The oil spill alludes to his longstanding
interest in addressing the perniciousness of the oil industry.) His work can be described as existing in post-
cinematic, non-linear time, sequences produced and discarded in the time it takes the computer to execute the
complex codes in which they are written. His work both transcends and immortalizes their subjects.

Flag (Thames) depicts a small section of the Thames River—a spot adjacent to the Westminster in London—as an
algorithmic representation. The color of the river is vividly represented with reflections of buildings along the
riverbank, including Big Ben. At the center of the scene sits a simulated gasoline spill. The depiction accurately
refracts the light and creates a vivid prismatic patch, endlessly shifting in shape over time and appearing in
direct relation to the precise time of day in London. The point-of-view of the camera in the work circles this
changing shape, as Flag (Thames) unfolds over a 365-day solar cycle of night and day. The soft undulation of the
waves animates the scene and gives rise to the title of the work.

John Gerrard
b.1974, Ireland
Flag (Thames) 2016 (2016)
Video simulation
398H x 398W x 157D mm
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A graduate of the Villa Arson, Nice, Julie Béna completed her studies at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie,
Amsterdam. In her work, Béna displaces theatrical elements with uncertain images. Inventing hypotheses
through the transformation of forms, she explores the magic that lies behind decor. The fictional hypothesis of
representation allows for the articulation of a moment that has passed, or that is yet to come.

Through a gesture as simple of removing a tissue from its box, Monuments expresses the monumentality of
memory. The object changes when each tissue is removed, though it seems to remain exactly the same. The tissue
itself also invokes the white marble characteristic of national or civic monuments, the physical realizations of the
past. in this work Julie Béna points out that the monument is not solid or static, but changing in each moment.

Julie Béna
b.1982, France
Monuments (2010)
Ink jet print on fine art paper
70H x 60W cm each
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Based on photographs and domestic environments, Schoorel’s paintings are charged with an atmosphere of
melancholy and loss. In her paintings images emerge slowly. Her figurative paintings appear faded or bleached
with brush strokes that suggest outlines and restrained marks that imply areas of colour or shadow. The viewer
must participate in the paintings, employing a particular way of looking that allows the images to unravel slowly
over time. The spaces they provide are not only physical, but also conceptual – the freedom to find pleasure in
their beauty, or to find consolation in the way in which they transform memory from an image of yesterday into
a fresh, present-day experience.

Maaike Schoorel
b.1973, The Netherlands
Maaike and John (2013)
Oil on canvas
60 x 44 1/8 inches (152.5 x 112 cm)
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Man Ray
b.1890 - 1976, United States
Pêchage (1972)
Plastic peaches, cotton wool and oil assembled
in a wooden box
36H x 24W x 11.6D cm
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Martin Kippenberger
b.1953 - 1997, Germany
7” Single ‘Pop In’ (1989)
Vinyl record with unique graphite drawing on
the album cover
7H x 7W inches (17.8 x 17.8 cm)
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Martin Kippenberger
b.1953 - 1997, Germany
Untitled (1989)
Collage on paper
100 x 79 cm (39 3/8 x 27 1/2 inches)
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Martin Kippenberger
b.1953 - 1997, Germany
Untitled (1988)
Collage and graphite on paper
19 1/2 x 13 5/8 inches (49.4 x 34.5 cm)
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Oliver Laric
b.1981, Austria
Versions (2012)
HD video, color, sound
6 minutes
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Richard T. Walker
b.1977, England
let this be us (2012)
Single channel, HD Blu-ray, color, sound
7:44 minutes
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Ryan Gander is a collector. He keeps all sorts of documents to create from. His studio is full of found images,
personal images, documents copied from internet or cutout of newspapers. In a number of his works, lectures or
texts, Ryan Gander is very attached to details, to anecdotes. He relays some of the information with great concern
for exactitude which can seem futile and absurd but creates the poetic shift. He seeks to highlight invisible details
of daily reality. All his works are in dialogue with one another. Each photograph contributes to a cartography of
clues. Each title also builds on the associations and complementaries between the works.

Ryan Gander
b.1976, United Kingdom
One we are not (2004)
Color coupler print
47 5/8H x 47 5/8W inches (121 x 121 cm)
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Sara Eliassen is a conceptual filmmaker working in video, drawing, installation, and public practice. Her films
often question the notion of self and that of the audience’s gaze, as typically positioned in society. She uproots
expectations of narrative structures in cinema, often using iconic cinematic moments as departure points for her
investigations of the viewer-character dynamics and of collective memory in film. Eliassen’s work also involves
projects in public space: the activist anti-ad project Not Worth It; making false TV-ads interfering with Norwegian
public and commercial TV-channels. Eliassen holds an MFA in experimental filmmaking from San Francisco Art
Institute and was a studio fellow at The Whitney Museum’s Independent Study Program in 2011. Her films Still
Birds and A Blank Slate have played extensively at international film festivals, amongst them Venice Film Festival,
International Film Festival Rotterdam and Sundance.

Sara Eliassen’s video work A Blank Slate (2014) employs cinematic effect to investigate the relationships between
subjectivity, gaze, and memory. Set in a sleepy and unidentified coastal town, the film begins as the protagonist
unexpectedly finds herself inside a hotel room in a lucid state. Attempting to grasp her surroundings, she falls
into a deeper metaphysical reality where her memories blur with her awareness of her surroundings until she
finds herself again alone in a dream-like state. As she leaves her room, she walks through a nighttime boardwalk
of carnival games and boarded-up shops, weaving through the thin crowd of revelers with an over determined
gait. The camera follows her in reverse shot, trying to keep pace with her speeding and erratic pace. Suddenly,
she arrives at a Ferris wheel and gets into a car; the ride begins, and the camera focuses on her in close-up as she
looks off into the distance, her expression at once detached and intensely aware. In a scene borrowed from
Japanese author Haruki Murakami’s 2000 novel Sputnik Sweetheart, the woman sees herself having sex with a
man through a distant window of her own hotel room. Scenes of female characters from film history are
interspersed between these moments of surreal dissonance, creating a heightened sense of temporal disjunction.
These disjointed shifts of perspective and narrative represents a decisive attempt to disrupt what theorist Laura
Mullvey describes as the “male gaze” inherent to visual culture, and in these moments of fragmentation, A Blank
Slate offers a compelling meditation on how media-based cultures shape how we define our subjectivities and, by
extension, ourselves.

Sara Eliassen
b.1977, Norway
A Blank Slate  (2014)
HD Video
28:30 minutes
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Thomas Demand
b.1964, Germany
Ecke (Angolo/Corner) (1996)
C-Print
56 7/10H x 78 3/4W inches
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Herzog is a renowned filmmaker, screenwriter, actor, and producer; he makes both documentaries and fictional
films that aim to reveal what he calls ecstatic truths about humanity. Among his many powerful and award-
winning films are Fitzcarraldo (1982), Grizzly Man (2005), and Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010).

Commissioned for the 2012 Whitney Biennial, Hearsay of the Soul (2012) is Werner Herzog’s ode to the landscape
paintings of the 17th-century Dutch artist Hercules Segers. The work is a four-channel digital projection of
Segers’s artworks accompanied by the emotive music of the Dutch cellist and composer Ernst Reijseger. Herzog
sees Segers’s vast landscapes as powerful representations of our own interior worlds, resounding with feelings of
anger, joy, fear, and loneliness.

Werner Herzog
b.1942, Germany
Hearsay of the Soul (2012)
Five-channel video
 12 minutes
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Wilhelm Sasnal
b.1972, Poland
Untitled (fotografia) (2005)
Oil on canvas
39 1/2H x 55 inches (100 x 140 cm)


